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Abstract: This dissertation examines Joel through the lens of rhetorical criticism and seeks to demonstrate that Joel is a unified work of prophetic literature that moves from scenes of devastation to promises of restoration through its persuasive evocation of divine and human responses in order to articulate the necessity of calling and relying upon YHWH in all circumstances. This study orientates itself in the broader context of Joel studies before examining rhetorical critical methodologies. This study discusses the model of George A. Kennedy and Karl Moller and proposes modifications so that it will better engage with the rhetoric of Joel. This dissertation then seeks to apply Kennedy's and Moller's model in a detailed study of Joel. The body of this study considers different text units within Joel, discussing how the text constructs the rhetorical situations into which it places its persuasive strategies. This dissertation then considers the potential effectiveness of these strategies in their situations. It traces how Joel uses a series of crises in order to persuade the text's implied audience that its only hope is found in crying out to YHWH amidst desperate circumstances. This leads to the consideration of the gap between Joel 2:17, 18, where the tenor of the text changes from devastation to restoration secured by the powerful actions of YHWH. This study notes how the latter half of Joel evokes restorative responses from YHWH culminating in the promise of YHWH's protective presence in Zion, which should further persuade the implied audience that it ought to heed the text's appeal to cry out to YHWH. This dissertation concludes with a summary of the persuasive elements of the individual rhetorical units within Joel, while also considering the rhetorical trajectory of Joel as a literary whole. It then offers suggestions for further rhetorical study of prophetic literature.
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From the Depths of Despair to the Promise of Presence: A Rhetorical Reading of the Book of Joel by Joel Barker; 1 edition; First published in 2014. New Feature: You can now embed Open Library books on your website! Learn More. Edit. From the Depths of Despair to the Promise of Presence: A Rhetorical Reading of the Book of Joel 1 editions. By Joel Barker. From the Depths of Despair to the Promise of Presence. Joel Barker. From the Depths of Despair to the Promise of Presence Close. 1 2 3 4 5. Want to Read. Are you sure you want to remove From the Depths of Despair to the Promise of Presence from your list? There's no description for this book yet. Can you add one? The Promise of Despair by Andrew Root is nothing short of a game-changer. While the majority of Christian authors are consumed with the question of "How?" (Traditional Church, Relevant Church, Emergent Church, Missional Church, Postmodern Church, House Church, Deep Church, Purpose Driven Church, Organic Church, Sticky Church, etc.), Root argues that the question we should, instead, be asking is "Where?" Where is God? This book has changed the way I view the Church and my own Christian faith. I would highly recommend it to anyone, regardless of denomination, theological bent, or education. The Promise of Despair, in my opinion, really is a game-changer. Read more. 8 people found this helpful. A Rhetorical Reading of the Book of Joel. Joel Barker. $44.50. For decades, the prophetic book of Joel has been the focus of scrutiny that belies its brevity. It captures readers with its vivid descriptions of locusts and military invasion and the distress that they cause. It then reveals the concern of YHWH for the covenant community as it systematically reverses the crises that it announces. The book of Joel also offers a window into the rhetorical function of "the day of YHWH" as it uses the phrase to announce both judgment and restoration. Reflecting the creativity of the Old Testament prophetic spirit, the book then guides its readers from utter angu